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The opening was scheduled for an autumnal Sunday afternoon to take advantage of the delightful setting, as was the finissage. In total, the show had about 130 visitors.



digital planposter:  Plan/AYaM digital print, 2014, DIN-A0, edition of 3



the original floor plan (what actually happened depended on the number of bread crates I could borrow from Ankerbrot):  B/bist/S/sind D/du /S/sie M/marxist/I/in? — Are You a Marxist?



thread plan:  a transitory monument to Marxism



thread installation: a transitory monument to Marxism



left to right: coloured yogurt on the windows, Tangle — AdK-A1, exit, entrance (and stage at the opening)



improvisation at the opening: Pamelia Stickney (formerly Kurstin) on theremin & Karl Ritter on guitar



inside

the entrance to the installation… contrasted with the exit, via the reprentative portal

the opening, outside

Unfortunately, I didn’t have time to grab a camera so there aren’t many photos of the opening.

the view on leaving the factory hall for the exit



Stefan Schroeker
used to assist me with installation in the 1990s, until he moved back to his native Vorarlberg. Now he has a couple of wonderful kids, Emelia (11) and Adam (13). Stefan is an expert
on the architecture of Bregenz, a modelmaker and also an expert on Lehmbau. As I had planned the dates well in advance he was able to time a visit to Vienna so he could help me
prepare the space for the installation. We had a terrific time together, as always when we see one another.



Herbert de Colle
asked me whether he could help me setup my insallations ten years ago, when I had planned a solo show at Amer Abbas’ kunstbuero 1060. He has been helping me ever since, and the
only condition he has made is  that I tell people he’s my assistant. We love working together, and four hands are essential as each thread has two ends. Setup is always fun and never
rushed. We are pretty fast, anyway.



Mark Stockberger
earns his money with Museumsaufsicht. He watched the show during opening hours as well as  lending me a hand with numerous little tasks, including watching my four-year old, Aulver

Shorsch  Böhme 
is an artist and caterer who offered to provide refreshments at the opening as a swap for the loan of a work for a group exhibition he was participating in at the Kunst Raum Niederoesterreich.



Tangle —  what remains of the transitory monument to Marxism threads, chewing gum, nail, 2014, approx. 41 x 35 x 10cm, unique




